
STEP 2 : Clean surface of rim with soap thoroughly  and wipe clean. Ensure 

that the rim is completely dry before going to the next step.

TOOLS
1) Scissors
2) Cellophane tape
3) Cloth

STEP 3 :  Select a rim  spoke as a start point for the sticker.  Align the centre of 

the sticker with RIM spoke. Then check to adjust ends of sticker to make sure 

that it does not exceed border of rim

STEP 4 : Use masking tape to tape sticker in place in the middle with backing 

still intact. Double check position to ensure whole sticker falls within the 

border of rim. and is aligned correctly.

STEP 5 : Peel clear layer away from backing paper from one corner first , cut 

away backing paper and press sticker firmly onto the rim. Once left side is 

installed, peel off masking tape and remove backing paper completely.     

CAREFULLY press the sticker down onto the rim surface starting from the 

higher inner ridge moving towards the outer rim . Use a plastic ruler/credit 

card to ensure adhesion of sticker to rim surface. 

STEP 6 : Using a dry cloth, press down firmly and rub sticker firmly onto rim 

ridges pushing the sticker into the curves. 

STEP 7 :  Start peeling clear outer sticker from a corner . Ensure that you 

slowly peel away the sticker at  a sharp angle.

STEP 8 : Once clear sticker has been completely removed, slowly rub down 

the entire sticker with a cloth firmly smoothing it out against the rim . 

STEP 9 : Rotate wheel to repeat process on the opposite rim spoke. 

( Be careful when affixing sticker on the front rim as it has a smaller area to 

work with )

STEP 1 : Cut out rim sticker into individual pieces 
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